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The Chinese sound system presented in this lesson is intended to provide students a 
systematic overview of Chinese pronunciation and some preliminary practice in Chinese 
pronunciation.  Students are not expected to master the Chinese sound system and the 
Chinese words used for pronounciation exercises in this lesson.  More exercises aimed at 
problematic sounds and tones will be provided in the following lessons in Unit 1.    
 
 

 
Useful Expressions (1) 

 
Read the following expressions aloud and then practice their use in the classroom before 
class starts and during class. 
$

1.$mn$

2.$opq$

3.$orpn$

4.$s#H$

5.$tun$

6.$vvn$

7.  Swxn 

8.$y#H$

9.$z{n 

 
Z2o! 

N& h2o! 

N&men h2o! 

Sh3ngk7 

Q&ngzu-! 

Xi7xie! 

B{ k7qi! 

Xi3 k7n 

Z3iji3n! 
 

 
Good morning!                      
How are you ? 

How are you? (plural) 

Class begins. 

Be seated! 

Thanks! 
You are welcome! 

Class is dismissed! 

Good-bye! 
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   Initials and Finals 
 
 
Chinese Syllables 

The basic unit of Chinese pronunciation is the syllable.   
A syllable in Chinese may consist of a 
 

1.  vowel: a 
2.  vowel and a consonant: an 
3.  consonant and a vowel: ba 
4.  consonant and a vowel and a consonant: ban, bang  

 
When a syllable begins with a consonant (examples 3 and 4, above), the components of the 
syllable are traditionally referred to as the initial and the final:  b is called an initial and a, an, or 
ang are called finals.  A vowel always carries a tone, which is a musical pitch, to differentiate 
meaning.  Therefore, the syllable ba signifies different meanings depending on which tone it is 
pronounced with.  In the following sections, we will introduce the initials, finals and tones in 
detail. 
 
Initials 
 

    There are 6 groups of 21 initials in standard Chinese.  Listen and read them aloud. 
 

 1. b p m f 

 2. d t n l 

 3. g k h  

 4. j q x  

 5. z c s  

 6. zh ch sh r 

 
Simple Finals      

 

    There are 6 simple finals in standard Chinese.  Listen and read them aloud. 
 

a o         e        i    u _ 
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 Practice 1 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
1. 
 

                    a1. 
                    a2. 
                    a3. 
                    a4. 
                    a5. 
 
  
2. b vs. p  ba  pa     bu  pu   bo  po   bi  pi 
3. m vs. f  ma fa    mu fu   
4. b, p, m, f,  bo  po    mo fo fu  mu pu  bu 
                              

 

B.    Underline the initials you hear in the following pairs 
 
 

 1.  ba   pa   4.  ma      fa  7.  po   bo  

 2.  mu      fu  5.  pu   bu   8.  fo   mo  

 3.  bi   pi   6.  mi   pi  

 
 Practice 2 
 

A.    Listen and repeat.  
 
1. 
                                a1. 
                    a2. 
                    a3. 
                    a4. 
                    a5. 
 
 
 
2. d vs. t da  ta   di  ti    du  tu  de  te 
3. l vs. n lu  nu  l_  n_   
4. d, t, n, l  de te ne le 
 du tu nu lu 
 

 a i u o 
b ba  bi bu  bo 
p pa pi  pu  po 
m ma mi  mu mo 
f fa  fu fo 

 a i u e _ 
d da  di  du  de  
t ta ti tu  te  
n na  ni nu ne  n_ 
l la  li  lu  le l_ 
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Descriptions:   p, t, k 
 
These sounds are similar to their English counterparts but they must be pronounced with a heavy 
puff of air, much heavier than their English counterparts.  Dangle a piece of paper in front of 
your mouth with the bottom edge just below and quite near your mouth.  Say the Chinese word 
pa.  There should be a puff of air strong enough to "bounce" the bottom of the page away from 
you.  Now try ta and ka.  Remember to pronounce all syllables beginning with p-, t-, and k- with 
a heavy puff of air. 
 
 Practice 3 

 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
1. 
                            a1. 
                            a2. 
                            a3. 
                            a4. 
 
2. g vs. k   gu  ku     ge  ke 
3. g vs. h   gu  hu   ge  he 
4. k vs. h   ke  he    ku  hu 
5. g, k, h   gu ku hu 
  he ke ge 
           

B.    Underline the initials you hear in the following pairs. 
 

 1. ge ke   5.  ta da 

 2. ke he   6. di ti  

 3. ga ha   7. n_ l_  

 4. ka  ha   8. li ni 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 u e a 
g gu ge ga 
k ku ke ka 
h hu he ha 
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Descriptions:  j, q, x; z, c, s; and zh, ch, sh, r 
 
Mouth Geography 
 
A little knowledge of the vocal apparatus will help speed the understanding of some facets of 
Chinese pronunciation.  

Vocal Apparatus 
 

 

 
  1.  upper lip 
  2.  upper teeth 
  3.  alveolar ridge 
  4.  hard palate 
  5.  soft palate 
  6.  uvula 
  7.  lower lip  
  8.  lower teeth 
  9.  tip of tongue 
10.  blade of tongue 
11.  back of tongue 
12.  vocal cords 
13.  nasal cavity 

 
The Alveolar Ridge 
 
Just behind the upper teeth is a small ridge.  Put your tongue behind the upper teeth.   Do you 
feel the ridge?  If you press the tip of your tongue against the ridge and slowly draw it back, it 
will slip off the ridge.  The ridge is not very big.  Knowledge of this ridge is critical in producing 
a number of Chinese sounds accurately. 
 
The Tongue 
 
The tongue can be divided into the tip and the blade; the blade is that area somewhat behind the 
tip. 
 
The Front-Mid-Back Series  (j, q, x;  z, c, s;  zh, ch, sh, r) 
 
There are three groups of sounds defined by the position of the tongue tip.  They are labeled and 
defined as follows: 
  
a)  The Palatal Series: place the tongue tip against the back of the lower teeth 
b)  The Dental Series: place the tongue tip on the alveolar ridge behind the upper teeth  
c)  The Retroflex Series: place the tongue tip off and behind the alveolar ridge (the ridge just 
     behind the upper teeth)  
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In the chart below, imagine going from the front of the mouth to the back. 
 
 Front Mid Back 
 Palatal = tip down 

against back of 
bottom teeth 

Dental = tip on 
alveolar ridge 

Retroflex = tip 
behind alveolar 
ridge 

No puff j  z ( = dz) zh    
Heavy puff q c ( = tsh) ch   ( = ch) 
Friction x  s (like English) sh   ( = sh) 
Vocal cords vibrate   r 
                                                                                  
Chinese j and zh vs. English "j"    
 
Notice in the second row of the chart that there are two j sounds in Chinese, one made with the 
tongue tip against the back of the lower teeth (Pinyin symbol: j) and the other made with the tip 
behind the alveolar ridge (Pinyin symbol: zh).  Now say the English word "jeep" noticing where 
the tip is placed for the "j."  Most English speakers put the tip directly on the alveolar ridge.  In 
Chinese, the tip never touches the alveolar ridge in making either of the Chinese j sounds.  
Therefore, in producing Chinese words such as ji, ju, jiang or zhong,  zhu, zhang, etc., the tongue 
tip does not go where it normally would for an English "j." 
 
Chinese q and ch vs. English "ch" 
 
Note in the first row of the chart that there are two types of ch sounds in Chinese, one made with 
the tip against the lower teeth (Pinyin symbol: q) and one made with the tip behind the alveolar 
ridge (Pinyin symbol: ch).  Now, say the English word "cheap" and notice where you put your 
tongue tip.  Most (not all) English speakers make this sound by putting the tip of the tongue 
directly on the alveolar ridge.  In Chinese, the tip of the tongue does not go on the alveolar 
ridge for either of the ch sounds!  Therefore, you must make certain that in producing words 
such as qi or cha that the tongue tip does not go where it normally would for an English"ch." 
 
Chinese x and sh vs. English "sh" 
 
Note in the last row of the chart that Chinese has two sh sounds.  One is made by placing the tip 
against the back of the lower teeth (Pinyin symbol: x) and the other by placing the tip behind the 
alveolar ridge (Pinyin symbol: sh).  Now say the English word "shine."  Most English speakers 
put the tongue tip directly on the alveolar ridge in making the English "sh."  
In Chinese, the tip of the tongue never touches the alveolar ridge in making either of the 
Chinese sh sounds.  Therefore, in producing Chinese words such as xu, xi, xian  or shu, shang, 
shi, the tongue tip does not go where it normally would for an English "sh."  The  Chinese sound  
s is similar to the English "s." 
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To summarize:  In English, the sounds "j," "ch" and "sh" are normally made by placing the 
tongue tip directly on the alveolar ridge but in Chinese the tongue tip is never placed on the 
ridge in producing the Chinese j, ch and sh sounds.  Thus, the learner's first task is to become 
aware of where the tongue does not go in making the Chinese sounds.  The Palatals, Dentals, and 
Retroflex Initials are discussed below. 
 
j, q, x  (Palatals) 
 
All these sounds are made by placing the tip of the tongue against the back of the lower teeth.  In 
a sense, the tip is "taken out of action" by holding it in this position.  The sounds are actually 
made by the blade of the tongue (that area behind the tip) touching against the alveolar ridge.  
You need not worry about this.  Just hold the tip against the lower teeth and pronounce the sound 
as indicated.  Be sure to note which sound has a heavy puff. 
 
Pinyin Symbol Pronounced somewhat like  but with the tongue tip placed 

j j in"jeep" against the lower teeth 
q ch in"cheap" against the lower teeth and with a 

heavy puff of air 
x sh in"she" against the lower teeth 

 
zh, ch, sh, r  (Retroflexes) 
 
All of these sounds are produced by placing the tongue tip behind the alveolar ridge, not on 
it.  For example, say the English word "shoe."  Notice where your tongue tip goes for the "sh." It 
is normally on the alveolar ridge.  Now, put the tip off and up behind the alveolar ridge.  This is 
the area in which all the Retroflex Initials below are produced. (retroflex, "retro" = back).  Be 
sure to note which sound is produced with a heavy puff of air. 
 

Pinyin 
Symbol 

Pronounced 
somewhat like 

but tongue tip is placed 

zh j in "judge" up behind the alveolar ridge (not on it)  
The vocal cords should not vibrate. 

ch ch in "church" up behind the alveolar ridge (not on it)         
and with a heavy puff of air 
The vocal cords should not vibrate. 

sh sh in "shoe" up behind the alveolar ridge (not on it) 
The vocal cords should not vibrate. 

r r in "run" up behind the alveolar ridge (not on it) 
The vocal cords do vibrate. 

 
sh and r is the only pair of consonants in Mandarin Chinese that has this unvoiced and voiced 
relation.  
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z, c, s  (Dental Initials) 
 
These sounds are all pronounced with the tip on the alveolar ridge, a position that corresponds to 
their English counterparts.  Thus, tongue position for these sounds is not a 
problem. 
 
 

Pinyin symbol Pronounced as As in the English combination 
z d + z "buds" 

The vocal cords should not vibrate. 
c t + s + heavy puff "it's high" 
s similar to English  

 
The Symbol "C" 
 
This sound represents a combination of "t + s."  Say "it's high."  Notice that you are indeed 
saying a "t + s" combination (its).  The trick is to say it as the beginning sound of the word.  
Repeat "its high" over and over and slowly drop the  "i" of "its."  This will give "ts high" which 
in Tone 4 is the Mandarin word for "vegetables" or "dishes," c3i.  Note that this sound is 
produced with a heavy puff of air.  
 
The Symbol "Z" 
 
There is no "z" sound (as in "zoo") in Mandarin.  The symbol stands for the combination 
(roughly) of "d + z."  Say the English word "buds."  You are indeed saying a "d + z" 
combination (spelled "ds").  Again, the trick is to say it at the beginning of a word.  Say "buds 
eye" over and over and slowly drop the "bu" of "buds:" "-- ds eye".  With Tone 4 you are saying 
the Mandarin word for "again," z3i (as in z3iji3n, "good-bye").        

 
 Practice 4  
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
  
1. j,  q,  x  
 
                     a1. 
                           a2. 
                           a3. 
                            a4. 

 
2. j  vs. q   ji  qi   ju  qu 
3. q vs. x  qi  xi   qu  xu 
4. j  vs. x  ji  xi  ju  xu 
5. j, q, x ji qi xi 
 ju qu xu 

 i _ 
j ji ju 
q qi qu 
x xi xu 
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B.    Underline the initials you hear in the following pairs 
 
      

1. ji qi       2. xi   ji
  

 3. qi  xi 
  

 4. ju  xu  5. xu   ju
  

 6. ju qu 

      

C.    Write in Pinyin the Chinese sounds you hear 
 

 
 1.     2.     3.      4.      5.      6.    

 
 
 

 
Useful Expressions (2) 

 
Read the following expressions aloud and then practice their use. 
 

 1. !"#$ L2osh% z2o! Good morning, teacher! 
 2. %&'#$ T9ngxu5men z2o! Good morning, students! 
 3. (($ Xi7xie! Thanks! 
 4. )*+$ B{ k7qi! You are welcome! 

 
 
 
 Practice 5 
 

A.    Listen and repeat.  
  
1. z, c, s 

a1. 
a2. 
a3. 
a4. 

 
2. s vs. z sa  za  su  zu se  ze  si  zi 
3. z vs. c za  ca zi  ci  ze  ce  zu  cu 
4. s vs. c sa  ca   si  ci su  cu  se  ce 
5. z, c, s sa  za  ca su  zu  cu se  ze  ce  
 si  zi  ci za  cu  se ci  sa  zu  
 su  zi  ce    
   
 

 a u e -i 
z za zu ze zi 
c ca cu ce ci 
s sa su se si 
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B.    Underline the initials you hear in the following pairs. 
 

 

 1. zi  ci  2. si  zi      3. ca  za   4. za  sa 

 5. sa  ca  6. se  ze  7. ze  ce  8. se  ze 
    

 

C.    Write in Pinyin the Chinese sounds you hear. 
 

1.    2.     3.    4.    5.    6.    7.    8.    9.    
 

  
 

 Practice 6 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
1. zh,  ch,  sh,  r 
 

a1. 
a2. 
a3. 
a4. 
a5. 

 
  2. sh vs. zh sha zha shu zhu   
  3. zh vs. ch zha cha zhu chu   
  4. ch vs. sh chu shu cha  sha   
  5. zh, ch, sh zhi shi  shi  chi zhe she she che 
  6. sh vs. r shu ru  shi  ri   
  7. l vs.  r lu  ru li  ri   
  8. sh vs. r, l she re  le  re   
  9. zh, ch, r zhe re  che re   
 sha cha zha shu zhu chu  ru   
10. zh, ch, sh, r zhi chi shi  ri che zhe she re   
 

B.    Underline the initials you hear in the following pairs 
 

    

 1. zha  cha  2. she  che  3. sha  zha  4. zhi   ri 

 5. che  zhe  6. chi   shi   7. zhi   shi  8. she  re 
    

 a u e -i 
zh zha zhu zhe zhi 
ch cha chu che chi 
sh sha shu she shi 
r  ru re ri 
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C.    Write the Chinese sounds you hear in Pinyin. 
 
 

 1.      2.      3.      4.        5.       

 6.      7.      8.      9.      10.     
 
Compound Finals 
 

    There are 30 compound finals in Chinese.  Listen and read them aloud 
 
 

 1. ai  ei  ao  ou      
 2. an  en  ang eng ong     
 3. ia  iao ie iou(iu) ian in iang ing iong 
 4. ua uo  uai uei(ui) uan uen(un) uang ueng  
 5. _e  _an _n       
 6. er         

 

 Practice 7 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 

 1. ai vs. ei ai   ei   2. ao vs. ou ao  ou 
 pai  lei   dao gou 
 cai mei   sao shou 
       

 3. an vs. ang an  ang   4. en vs. eng  en eng  
 tan tang    sen  seng  
 zan  zhang   zhen zheng 
 chan  chang   shen sheng 
 gan gang   fen feng 
       

 5. eng vs. ong
  

eng  ong   6. ia vs. ie  
  

ia ie  

 cheng chong   jia jie 
 deng  dong   qia qie 
 zheng zhong   xia xie 
 keng kong   ya ye 
       

 7. ian vs. iang ian iang    8. in vs. ing in ing 
 xian xiang   bin bing 
 qian qiang   jin jing 
 jian jiang   pin ping 
 yan yang   yin  ying 
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 9. iu vs. iong iu iong   10. ao vs. iao ao  iao 

 xiu xiong   zhao jiao 
 you yong   shao xiao 
     chao qiao 
     ao yao 
       

 11. an vs. ian
  

an ian   12. ang vs. iang
  

ang iang 

 chan qian   zhang jiang 
 zhan jian   shang xiang 
 shan xian   chang qiang 
 an yan   ang yang 
       

13. ua vs. uai ua uai 14. uan vs. uang  uan uang 
 shua shuai   shuan shuang 
 wa wai   zhuan zhuang 
     chuan chuang 
     wan wang 

 15. uan vs. un
  

uan un   16. ui vs. un ui un 

 duan dun   tui tun 
 kuan kun   dui dun 
 zhuan zhun   zhui zhun 
 wan wen   wei wen 
       

 17. ou vs. uo
  

ou uo   18. _n vs. un _n  un 

 zou zuo   jun zhun 
 cou cuo   yun wen 
 sou suo     
 zhou zhuo     
 chou chuo     
 shou shuo     
 rou ruo     
       

19._an vs uan _an uan   20. _e  _e  
 xuan shuan   yue  
 juan zhuan   jue  
 quan chuan   que  
 yuan wan     
       

 21. er er      
 ger      
 zher      
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B.    Underline the finals you hear in the following pairs. 

 1. lan      lang   5. ben  beng     9. jin    ji 

 
 2. qin   qing    6. xun  xiong   10. bai     bei 

 
 3. liao      liu    7. guai   gui   11. suo     sui 

 
 4. xia   xie  

  
 8. zhui  zhuo   12. qia     qie 

 
 

Table of Finals 
 1. i u _ 
 2. a ia ua  
 3. o  uo  
 4. e ie  _e 
 5. ai  uai  
 6. ei         uei (-ui)  
 7. ao iao   
 8. ou        iou (-iu)   
 9. an ian uan _an 
 10. en in       uen (-un) _n 
 11. iang uang  
 12. eng ing ueng  
 13. ong iong   
 14. er    

 
Special Finals:  The "-i " Rule 
 
The symbol –i  (i not followed by another symbol such as ia, iu, etc.) has three different 
pronunciations depending on the class of sound which comes before it: 
 
R-like 
 
After the Retroflex Initials (ch-, zh-, sh- and r-) the symbol -i is pronounced like an r. 
 

Written Pronounced 
chi  chr 
zhi zhr 
shi shr 
ri r 
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Buzz-like 
 
After the dental initials (c-, z-, s-) the symbol –i is pronounced with a "buzz."  Make the 
appropriate initial sound and add a buzz quality: do not move the tongue from the position used 
to pronounce the initial sound. 
 

Written Pronounced 
ci c (ts + puff)  +  buzz 
zi z ( dz)    +  buzz 
si s  +  buzz 

 

Long "e" (as in English "see") 
 
After all sounds other than the two groups above (Retroflexes and Dentals) the symbol -i is 
pronounced as a long "e." 
 

Written Pronounced 
li lee 
ji jee 
qi qee 
ni nee         and so forth 

  
Special Final: The U Rule 
 
The symbol u has two different pronunciations in Mandarin, depending on the nature of the 
sound which comes before it. 
 
Umlaut u 
 
After a Palatal sound (j-, q-, x-, or y-) the symbol -u is pronounced as an "umlaut" u.  The tongue 
is in position to make an e sound as in "eat,"  but the lips are slightly rounded and compressed so 
that the effect is one of an "e-like" u sound.  Any time that you see the symbol –u preceded by j-, 
q-, x- or y- remember that the u- is to be pronounced as umlaut u:                        
 

 _ _an _e _n  

y yu yuan yue yun  
j ju juan jue jun  
q qu quan que qun  
x xu xuan xue xun  

 
"Ordinary" U 
 
After all sounds other than the Palatals j-, q-, x- and y-, the symbol u is pronounced as the "u" of 
English "rule": 
           

bu   pu   mu  fu   du   tu   nu   lu     zu  cu   su 
  zhu  chu  shu  ru   gu   ku   hu 
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Useful Expressions (3) 

 
Read the following expressions aloud.  Try to use these expressions whenever 
they are applicable. 
 

 1. !"#$ M^ngti`n ji3n! See you tomorrow! 

 2. %&'($ Zh8um- ku3il7! Have a good weekend! 
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Tones 
 
Tone Descriptions 
 
There are four tones in the Chinese language, plus a neutral tone.  The tone is very important in 
speaking Chinese.  A character with the same phonetic symbols may express different meanings 
when it is pronounced in different tones.  For instance m` ! (1st tone) is "mother," m1 " 
(2nd tone) is "hemp," m2 # (3rd tone) is "horse," m3 $ (4th tone) is "to scold," and ma % 
(neutral tone) is an interrogative particle.  
 

Tone Marks  
 

 1st  tone 2nd tone  3rd tone 4th tone 
 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

 

    

 
The tone marks are written above the main vowel of a syllable.  The main vowel can be 
identified according to the following sequence: a-o-e-i-u-_.  For example, in ao the main vowel 
is a.  In ei the main vowel is e.  When i and u are combined into a syllable, the tone mark is 
written on the second vowel: i], u*.  
 
Four Tones  
 
 Practice 8 

 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
1. Monosyllabic Words 
 

m`  m1 m2  m3  b%   b^  b&   b*  
p[ p{   p}  p]   d`  d1  d2 d3 
sh4 sh5 sh6 sh7   t%  t^  t&  t* 
k4   k5  k6  k7   j%  j^  j& j* 
g[ g{  g}  g]      
 
2. 1st vs. 2nd z`  z1  ch[ ch{  h4  h5  sh% sh^ 
3. 1st vs. 3rd  t[  t} m8 m0 x%  x&  sh` sh2 
4. 1st vs. 4th f`  f3 d%  d* q[  q]  k4  k7 
5. 2nd vs. 1st  h{  h[ x^  x%  zh5 zh4 p9  p8 
6. 2nd vs. 3rd g5  g6  t^  t& j{  j}  r{  r} 
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  7. 2nd vs. 4th l{  l] m9 m- c^  c* zh5 zh7 
  8. 3rd vs. 1st t2  t` m&  m% g}  g[  ch6 ch4 
  9. 3rd vs. 2nd ch} ch{ k6  k5 x&  x^ q}  q{ 
10. 3rd vs. 4th b0  b- n&  n* ch} ch] r6  r7 
11. 4th vs. 1st  j*  j%  l3  l` s]  s[ h7  h4 
12. 4th vs. 2nd n3  n1 z7  z5 j]  j{ l\  l+  
13. 4th vs. 3rd s3  s2  z*  z& k]  k} zh7 zh6 
 

B.    Write the tone mark above each syllable according to the tones you hear. 
 
 

 1. ta    2. zu    3. se     4. ci     5. zhu     6. ju     
 

 7. qu      8. xi    9. ya      10. wa      11. shu      12. chu 
 
        
                       
 Practice 9:  Numbers 0-10 
 
The Chinese system of  numbers is simple and predictable.  You may find it more regular than the 
numbering system in English.  Here are the pronunciations of the numbers 1-10 plus 0. 
 
A.    Read the following numbers aloud, and then listen and repeat. 
 
y% 7r s`n s* w} li] q% b` ji} sh^ l^ng 
! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + 

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  0 
 
       

B.    Transcribe the following numbers in Pinyin with tone marks. 

1. __ __ __ __  2. __ __ __ __  3. __ __ __ __ 
 1 2 3 4   5 6 7 8   9 1 0 1 
                 
4.  __ __ __ __  5. __ __ __ __  6. __ __ __ __ 
 4 3 2 1   8 7 6 5   5 9 2 0 
                 
7. __ __ __ __  8. __ __ __ __  9. __ __ __ __ 
 2 1 4 3   7 8 5 6   0 3 5 4 
 

C.  Read the above numbers aloud. 
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 Practice 10 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
Bisyllabic words 
  1.   1st + 1st  ch[z[   t[ch[  ch[f` 

  2.   1st + 2nd  ch`t{  x%q^ ch[x^  

  3.   1st + 3r sh4ch& g4q}  ch[b2n 

  4.   1st + 4th  ch[s7  h[sh*  y%l\ 

  5.   2nd + 1st sh^sh% q^j% sh^ch` 

  6.   2nd + 2nd  j^h5  sh5p^ p^g5 

  7.   2nd + 3rd j^t& b9q}  zh5l& 

  8.   2nd + 4th  q^t7 f{l* ch^x] 

  9.   3rd + 1st  z}zh%  zh}j% l&k4 

10.   3rd + 2nd p}j^ zh}x^ ch}f1 

11.   3rd + 3rd d2d} n&h2o xi2oji6 

12.   3rd + 4th  l|k7 g}l* t&zh* 

13.   4th + 1st  z*s% q*ch4  l\sh% 

14.   4th + 2nd  f]z1 d*t{ sh*sh^ 

15.   4th + 3rd z*j& j%ngx& d*zh& 

16.   4th + 4th  m]d*  x]m]  d3d* 

 

B.    Write the tone marks above each word according to the tones you hear.  
 
 
1.  !" 

#" 
Shanxi  
Shanxi 

Shanxi province 
Shanxi province 

2.  !$ 
!% 

Shandong 
Shandong  

Shandong province 
cave 

3. &' 
() 

nuli 
nuli 

slave 
to make great efforts 

4. *+ 
*, 

tongban 
tongban  

in the same class 
companion 
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  5. !" 
#" 

diandeng 
diandeng 

electric lights 
to light a lamp 

  6. $% 
&' 

zixi 
zixi 

careful 
to study by oneself 

  7. ()  
(* 

songshu  
songshu  

pine tree 
squirrel 

  8. +, 
-.  

huizhang 
huizhang 

badge 
president of an association 

  9. /0 
12 

guli 
guli 

to isolate 
to encourage 

10. 34 
56 

zhongshi 
zhongshi 

to pay attention to 
faithful 

11. 78 
79 
7: 
;< 

zhenxian 
zhenxian 
zhenxian 
zhenxian 

really delicious 
really salty 
really dangerous 
needlework 

12. => 
?@ 
AB 
C@ 

zhengzhi 
zhengzhi 
zhengzhi 
zhengzhi 

dispute 
to fix, to repair 
honest 
politics 

13. DE 
FG 
H@ 

tongzhi 
tongzhi 
tongzhi  

notice 
comrade 
dominate 

 
C.  Practice the pronunciation of these words with your teacher. 
 
The Neutral Tone 
 
In some combinations of two syllables, the second syllable has a "neutral" tone--that is, 
the syllable is produced with a weak, short pronunciation.  Neutral tone syllables have no 
tone mark.  Think of the first syllable as being slightly stressed and the second (neutral 
tone) syllable as being completely unstressed.  The exact tone quality of the neutral 
tone depends on the preceding syllable: 
 
1st   +   Neutral   2nd    +     Neutral    3rd     +    Neutral         4th   +   Neutral 

t` men  m1ng ma  n& men  m] tou 

       !     
    !        
 !          !  
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 Practice 11 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
1. 1st + Neutral b8li 

xi[xi  
glass 
rest, to take a rest 

xi`oxi 
y%fu  

news 
clothes  

2. 2nd + Neutral p5ngyou 
m1ntou  

friend 
steamed bread 

p{tao  
bi5de    

grape 
other 

3. 3rd + Neutral z2oshang 
m}qin 

morning 
mother  

y&zi 
ji6jie  

chair 
elder sister 

4. 4th + Neutral  m7imei 
d*di 

younger sister 
younger brother 

b3ba  
xi7xie 

father 
thanks 

 

B.    Transcribe the words in Pinyin with tone marks as you hear them. 
 

1. !"# _______________ desk   6. $" _______________ house 

2. %"# _______________ sentence   7. &" _______________ brush 

3. '(# _______________ eye   8. )* _______________ eyebrow 

4. +,# _______________ hair   9. -" _______________ notebook 

5. ."# _______________ mirror 10. /0 _______________ thing 
 

   
 

Useful Expressions (4) 
 

Read the following expressions.  Try to use them in your class whenever they are applicable.
 

 1. 12345 Y0u w7nt^ ma5 Any questions? 

 2. 16 Y0u6 Yes. (I have questions.) 

 3. 716 M5i y0u6 No.  (I don't have questions.) 
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The 3rd Tone Sandhi 
 
In modern Chinese, when two (or more) syllables are pronounced in succession, variations in 
tonal value may occur and they may sound different than they do when standing alone. 
 
The 3rd tone is rarely pronounced as a full falling-rising tone.  This pronunciation occurs only 
when a third tone syllable is pronounced in isolation--that is, with no preceding or following 
syllable.  An example would be the word h2o ("Good!") or z2o ("Good morning!") said in 
isolation: 
 
           h2o   

 
 
 
 

 
A 3rd tone syllable followed directly by another 3rd  tone syllable changes to 2nd tone (mid-
rising).  In other words, when there are two 3rd tone syllables in a row, the first changes to 2nd 
tone, but with its tone mark unchanged: 
 
        3rd +  3rd      2nd +  3rd 
        n&    h2o      n^    h2o  

  
  
  

 
A 3rd tone, when followed by a 1st, 2nd or 4th tone or most neutral tones, becomes a half-third 
tone, but with its tone mark unchanged.  The half-third tone is produced in a low register.  
 
Practice 12 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
3rd + 1st  

1. gu2ngb8  to broadcast 
2. y2nch[  to perform, performance 
3. k2ch4 truck 
4. y}y% raincoat 
5. f2ngzh% to spin and weave 
6. y&j%ng already 
7. n|sh4ng  female student 
8. x}du8  many 
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B.    Transcribe the Chinese words in Pinyin with tone marks you as you hear them. 
 
 
1. !" _____________ leader plane   6. #$ ___________ navy 

2. %& _____________ general offensive   7. '( ___________ medal 

3. )* _____________ command   8. +, ___________ arms 

4. -& _____________ counteroffensive    9. ./ ___________ pistol  

5. 01 _____________ paratrooper 10. 23 ___________ take off  

 
 Practice 13 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
3rd + 2nd 
   1. y2nyu1n  actor, actress 
   2. y0um^ng famous, well-known 
   3. q& chu1ng to get up 
   4. l&t1ng   auditorium 
   5. l|x^ng to travel, trip 
   6. z0ngji5  to sum up, summary 
   7. l|y9u  tour, tourism 
   8. j}x^ng to hold (a meeting, ceremony, etc.) 
   9. q}d5  to gain, acquire, obtain 
 10. y}xi5  rubber boots 
 

B.    Transcribe the Chinese words in Pinyin with tone marks as you hear them. 
 
1. 45 _____________ police   6.  67 ____________ (submarine) mine 

2. 89 _____________ navigate   7.  :; ____________ maneuver 

3. <= _____________ court    8.  #> ____________ ocean  

4. ?@ _____________ match   9.  AB ____________ shift, transfer 

5. )C _____________ fingerprint 10.  D7 ____________ mine clearance 
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 Practice 14 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
3rd + 3rd  
  
1. y0ngyu2n forever, always    8. gu2ngch2ng square 
2. z0ngl& premier    9. y0uh2o   friendly 
3. li2oji6  to understand, to know  10. y}f2  grammar 
4. y}s2n  umbrella  11. y0uy0ng  to swim 
5. x}k6 permit 12. xu2nj} elect 
6. q&ngji2n  invitation card (literal)   13. j}zh& manner 
7. q&ngti6 invitation card 14. j}sh0u  raise one's hand  

B.    Transcribe the Chinese words in Pinyin with tone marks as you hear them. 
 
1. !" ____________ shooting practice   6. #$ _____________ bunker  

2. "% ____________ shooting range    7. &' _____________ fire alarm 

3. "( ____________ target sheet   8. )* _____________ to guard  

4. +, ____________ waterpipe   9. +- _____________ standard 

5. ./  ____________ quench one!s thirst 10. &) _____________ torch 
 

 
 

Useful Expressions (5) 
 
Read the following expressions aloud.  Practice these expressions by saying a few Chinese 
words and then ask others if they understand the Chinese words. 
 

 1. 01234 T%ng d0ng le ma? Do you understand? (through listening) 
 2. 0125 T%ng d0ng le. I understand. (through listening) 
 3. 6015 M5i t%ng d0ng. I don't understand. (through listening) 
 4. 789:;< Q&ng n& z3i sh[o y^bi3n! Please say it again! 
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 Practice 15 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 

3rd + 4th  
1. b&s3i  contest, competition 5. k2osh* to test, examination 
2. g2nxi7 to thank, to be grateful 6. q&ngji3 ask for leave 
3. q&ngk7 invite someone to dinner 7. q&ngw7n May I ask …? 
4. q}xi3o make fun of, poke fun at 8. j}zh-ng weightlifting 

     

B.    Transcribe the Chinese words in Pinyin with tone marks as you hear them. 

1. !" ________________ military password   6. #$ ___________________ rocket 

2. %& ________________ field artillery   7. '( ___________________ tank  

3. )* ________________ guard, garrison    8. +, ___________________ bullet 

4. -. ________________ runway   9. /0 ___________________ strafe 

5. 12  ________________ to surrender one!s 
weapons 

10. 34 ___________________ weapon  

 
 
C.  Practice the pronunciation of your Chinese names and use the following =expressions to 
tell each other's name. 
 
W0 ji3o …    (your name) My name is … 
T` ji3o …  (your classmate's name)  Her/his name is … 
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 Practice 16 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
3rd + Neutral 

1. x&huan to like, to be fond of  5. nu2nhuo  warm 
2. z6nme  how 6. s2ngzi  throat, voice 
3. z2oshang morning 7. y&zi chair 
4. y&ngzi shadow, reflection 8. y2njing eye 
           

B.    Transcribe the Chinese words in Pinyin with tone marks. 
 
1. !" __________ in one's hand 5.  #$ __________ inquire 

2. %& __________ head 6. #' __________ to clean 

3. (" __________ where 7. )* __________ target  

4. ++

  

__________ grandmother 
on the father's side 

8. ,, __________ grandmother 
on the mother's 
side 
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Spelling Rules 
 
When a final started with _ is preceded by j, q, or x, the two dots above _ are omitted:   
   
j + _   ju    j + _n   jun 
q + _  qu  q + _an  quan 
x + _   xu   x + _e   xue 
 

When there is no initial before the final i or _ in a syllable, the quasi-initial y is added before 
the final i or _, and the two dots above _ are omitted:  
 
 i   yi   _   yu 
    _e   yue 
    _an   yuan 
    _n   yun 
                     
When there is no initial before a compound final started with i in a syllable, i is changed into 
the quasi-initial: 
   

ia   ya   ing  ying 
ie    ye    iong  yong 
iao   yao     
iou   you     
ian  yan     
in   yin     
iang  yang     

    
When there is an initial before a final started with u, the quasi-initial w is added.  When there 
is no initial in a compound final started with u in a syllable, u is changed into the quasi-initial 
w: 
 

u   wu     
       
ua   wa  uan  wan 
uo   wo  uen  wen 
uai   wai  uang  wang 
uei  wei  ueng  weng 

 
When preceded by initials, the finals iou and uei are shortened as iu and ui respectively while 
uen is written as un: 
 

l + iou   liu   d + wei  dui 
j + iou  jiu   r + wei  rui 
g + uen  gun     
z + uen  zun     
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 Practice 17 
 

Write the following syllables according to the rules of spelling. 
 

1. i      ian      iong      ie      

2. u      uo      ua      uai     

 uei      uen      ueng      uang     

3. _      _e      _an      _n     
 

                            
Note 
The shaded parts in the sound chart reflect the above spelling rules. 
 
The Dividing Mark 
 
When a syllable beginning with a, o, or e follows another syllable, the dividing mark ( ! ) is 
used to avoid confusion about the division of the two syllables: 
 
j%!7 hunger vs. ji7 to borrow 

f1ng!3i to hinder  vs. f`ng3i to rebuild (a house) 
 
 
 Practice 18 
 

    Transcribe the following words in Pinyin with tone marks. 
 
 

 1. !" 
 

_____________________  

 2. #$ 
 

_____________________  

 3. %"& 
 

_____________________  
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TABLE A                                             Sound Chart 
 b p m f d t n l z c s zh ch shi r j q x g k h 

a a ba pa ma fa da ta na la za ca sa zha cha sha     ga ka ha 
o o bo po po fo                  
e e   me  de te ne  le ze ce se zhe che she re    ge ke he 
er er                      
ai ai bai pai mai  dai tai nai lai zai cai sai zhai chai shai     gai kai hai 
ei ei bei pei mei fei dei  nei lei zei   zhei  shei     gei kei hei 
ao ao bao pao mao  dao tao nao lao zao cao sao zhao chao shao rao    gao kao hao 
ou ou  pou mou fou dou tou nou lou zou cou sou zhou chou shou rou    gou kou hou 
an an ban pan man fan dan tan nan lan zan can  san zhan chan shan ran    gan kan han 
en en ben pen men fen den  nen  zen cen sen zhen chen shen ren    gen ken hen 
ang ang bang pang mang fang dang tang nang lang zang cang sang zhang chang shang rang    gang kang hang
eng eng beng peng meng feng deng teng neng leng zeng ceng seng zheng cheng sheng reng    geng keng heng
ong      dong tong nong long zong cong song zhong chong  rong    gong kong hong
i yi bi pi mi  di ti ni li zi* ci* si* zhi* chi* shi* ri* ji qi xi    
ia ya        lia        jia qia xia    
iao yao biao piao miao  diao tiao niao liao        jiao qiao xiao    
ie ye bie pie mie  die tie nie lie        jie qie xie    
iu 
(iou) you   miu  diu  niu liu        jiu qiu xiu    
ian yan bian pian mian  dian tian nian lian        jian qian xian    
In yin bin pin min    nin lin        jin qin xin    
Iang yang       niang liang        jiang qiang xiang    
Ing ying bing ping ming  ding ting ning ling        jing qing xing    
Iong yong                jiong qiong xiong    
U wu bu pu mu fu du tu nu lu zu cu su zhu chu shu ru    gu ku hu 
Ua wa            zhua chua shua rua    gua kua hua 
Uo wo     duo tuo nuo luo zuo cuo suo zhuo chuo shuo ruo    guo kuo huo 
Uai wai            zhuai chuai shuai     guai kuai huai 
ui 
(uei) wei     dui tui   zui cui sui zhui chui shui rui    gui kui hui 
Uan wan     duan tuan nuan luan zuan cuan suan zhuan chuan shuan ruan    guan kuan huan
 un 
(uen)   wen     dun tun  lun zun cun sun zhun chun shun run    gun kun hun 
Uang wang            zhuang chuang shuang     guang kuang huang
Ueng weng                      
_ yu       n_ l_        ju qu xu    
_e yue       n_e l_e        jue que xue    
_an yuan                juan quan xuan    
_n yun                Jun qun xun    

* For the pronounciation of the final i in zi, ci, si and zhi, chi, shi, ri, see the section Special Finals: The "-i" Rule
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 Practice 19 
 
Combination Exercises 
 

    Listen and repeat. 
 
     A.  Sound Discrimination 
 
1. sh`n mountain  xi`n  first  s`n three 
2. ch1ng long qi1ng  powerful c1ng to hide 
3. l_7 plunder n_7  cruel  yu7  month 
4. k7  lesson  l7 happy r7 hot 
5. z2o morning c2o  grass s2o sweep 
 

 B.  Expressions for Greetings 
 
  1. ! Z2o!  Good morning! 
  2. " w0 I, me 
  3. # n&   you (singular & plural) 
  4. $/% t`  he/she, him/her 
  5. & n^n you (polite form for singular you) 
  6. ' x*ng  surname; to be surnamed 
  7. ( ji3o  to be called 
  8. )*  sh5nme  what 
  9. +,  m^ngzi  name 
10. &-. N^n h2o!  How are you?  
11. /0 z3iji3n good-bye 
12. 11 xi7xie thanks 
13. 23  Q&ng w7n…  May I ask, … 
14. &4' ? N^n gu*x*ng?  What's your honorable surname? 
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  C.  Greetings/Introductions 
 

1. A: !"         
Z2o!  

Good morning! 
 

 B: !"        
Z2o! 

Good morning! 
 

 
2. A: #$" 

N& h2o!  
How are you! 
 

 B: #$" 
N& h2o!  

How are you! 
 

 
3. A: #%$"      

N&men h2o! 
How are you (plural)! 
 

 B: &'()$"    
L2osh%, n^n h2o! 

How are you, teacher! 
 

  
4. A: *+,-      

W0 x*ng M2.  
My surname is Ma. 

  ./()0+1  
Q&ngw7n, n^n gu*x*ng?  

May I ask, what is  your honorable    
surname? 

 B: *+2- 
W0 x*ng Zh`ng. 

My surname is Zhang. 

 
5. A: *324-       

W0 ji3o Zh`ng Hu1. 
My name is Zhanghua. 
 

  ./(#356781   
 Q&ngw7n, n& ji3o sh5nme m^ngzi? 

May I ask, what is your name? 

 B: *3,9:-      
W0 ji3o M2 Xi2oq^n. 

My name is Ma Xiaoqin. 

           
 
D.  Practice the pronunciation of your Chinese names and use the following expressions to 
tell each other's name. 
 

1. A: W0 x*ng … 
B: Q&ngw7n, N^ngu*x*ng?  

(your last name)  

2. A: W0 ji3o … 
B: Q&ngw7n, n& ji3o sh5nme m^ngzi? 

(your full name) 
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 Practice 20 
 
Military Service 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
 
  1. !" h2ij[n Navy 
  2. #"  l]j[n  Army 
  3. $"  k8ngj[n  Air Force 
  4. !"#%&  h2ij[n l]zh3ndu*  Marine Corps 
  5. '( W0 sh* …  I am … 
  6. )( N& sh* … you are … 
  7. */+ (   T` sh* …  he/she is … 
  8. '(!", W0 sh* h2ij[n. I am in the Navy. 
  9. )(#", N& sh* l]j[n.  You are in the Army. 
10. *(+)($",  T` sh* k8ngj[n.  He/she is in the Air Force. 
11. *(!"#%&, T` sh* h2ij[n l]zh3ndu*. He is in the Marine Corps. 
 

B.    Write the following Chinese words in Pinyin with tone marks as you hear them. 
 

 1. '  _______________________ I, me  

 2. )  _______________________ you 

 3. */+ _______________________ he, him/ she, her  

 4. (  _______________________ am, is, are  

 5. !"  _______________________ Navy   

 6. $" _______________________ Air Force  

 7. #"  _______________________ Army  

 8. !"#%& _______________________ Marine Corps 
   

 

C.  Use the following expressions to tell your service. 
 

W0 sh*… my service  

N&  sh*… your service  

T`  sh*… his/her service  
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!"#$ 
 
         %&'()*'+,-(./01*23456)7)89:;<=>?0@A 
BC*DEFGHCIJG*,-<234?KLMN=;*OPQR<S
 
All the Chinese words (including the following expressions of military ranks) selected in this 
lesson are only intended for pronunciation exercises.  Students may pick up words in which they 
may be interested.  The military rank table can be used as resource material for future study. 
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 Practice 21 
 

    Listen and repeat. 
 
       Ranks in the United States Armed Forces 
!" 
Army 

#" 
Air Force 

$" 
Navy 

$"!%& 
Marine Corps 

'()* 
Chinese Translation 

1. General, 
 the Army 

General, the 
Air Force 

Fleet Admiral 
 

 
 

+,-. w} x%ng sh3ngji3ng

2. General General Admiral General -.       sh3ngji3ng 

3. Lieutenant 
General 

Lieutenant 
General 

Vice Admiral Lieutenant 
General 

'.       zh8ngji3ng 

4. Major  
General 

Major 
General 

Rear Admiral 
(upper half) 

Major General /.       sh3oji3ng 

5. Brigadier 
General 

Brigadier 
General 

Rear Admiral 
(lower half) 

Brigadier 
General 

0.       zh}nji3ng 

6. Colonel Colonel Captain Colonel -1       sh3ngxi3o 

7. Lieutenant  
Colonel 

Lieutenant 
Colonel 

Commander Lieutenant 
Colonel 

'1       zh8ngxi3o 

8. Major Major Lieutenant 
Commander 

Major /1       sh3oxi3o 

9. Captain Captain Lieutenant Captain -2       sh3ngw7i 

10. First 
Lieutenant 

First 
Lieutenant 

Lieutenant 
Junior Grade 

First 
Lieutenant 

'2       zh8ngw7i 

11. Second 
Lieutenant 

Second 
Lieutenant 

Ensign Second 
Lieutenant 

/2       sh3ow7i 

12. Chief   
Warrant 
Officer 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 

 
 
 

Warrant 
Officer 
 
 

Warrant 
Officer 
 
 

02       zh}nw7i 

(3, 4, 5, 6, +7  
 y%,  7r, s`n, s*, w} j^) 

13. E-9 
      E-8 
      E-7 
      E-6 
      E-5 
      E-4 

E-9 
E-8 
E-7 
E-6 
E-5 
E-4 

E-9 
E-8 
E-7 
E-6 
E-5 
E-4 

E-9 
E-8 
E-7 
E-6 
E-5 
E-4 

"89:

-8:

'8:

;8:

j[nsh*zh2ng 
sh3ngsh* 
zh8ngsh* 
xi3sh* 

14. Private 
First Class  

Airman 
First Class 

Seaman Lance 
Corporal 

3<=        y% d6ng b%ng 

15. Private Airman Seaman 
Apprentice 

Private First 
Class 

4<=        7r d6ng b%ng 

16. Private Airman 
Basic 

Seaman 
Recruit 

Private 5<=        s`n d6ng b%ng 
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 Practice 22 
 

A.    Listen and repeat. 
1. !"#$%&''( 

Zh8nggu9 R5nm^n Ji6f3ngJ[n J[nxi1n 
Military Ranks of Chinese People's Liberation Army 

 
 

2. !"      Zh8nggu9     China 
3. #$      r5nm^n      people 
4. %&'   ji6f3ngj[n     liberation army 
5. '(     j[nxi1n   military rank 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

6. )*+,  y*j^ sh3ngji3ng  General FC 

7. +,  sh3ngji3ng  General 

8. !,  zh8ngji3ng Lt. General 

9. -,  sh3oji3ng  Maj. General 

10. ./ d3xi3o  Sr. Colonel 

11. +/  sh3ngxi3o  Colonel 

12. !/   zh8ngxi3o  Lt. Colonel 

13. -/  sh3oxi3o Major 

14. +0  sh3ngw7i Captain 

15. !0  zh8ngw7i.  1st Lieutenant 

16. -0  sh3ow7i  2nd Lieutenant 

17. 12'3  zhu`ny7 j[nsh* Specialized Sergeant 

18. 4*35  g`oj^ sh*gu`n   E-8, E-9 

19. !*35 zh8ngj^ sh*gu`n  E-6, E-7 

20. 6*35  ch[j^ sh*gu`n  E-4, E-5 

21. +78 sh3ngd6ng b%ng Private FC 

22. 98 li7b%ng Private 

                                                      ! People's Daily
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                               ! <TUVW> XYZ (People's Daily – Overseas Edition) 7-12(4)-1999 
 
The background color of the PLA soldiers' epaulet varies by service.  The Army's background 
color is brownish-green.  The Navy's is black, and the Air Force's is sky blue.  
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B.    Transcribe the Chinese words of PLA military ranks in Pinyin with tone marks. 
 
  1. !"  _____________________________ China 

  2. #$  _____________________________ people 

  3. %&' _____________________________ liberation army 

  4. '(  _____________________________ military rank 

  5. )*  _____________________________ first class 

  6. +,  _____________________________ General 

   7. !,  _____________________________ Lt. General 

   8. -, _____________________________ Major General 

  9. ./  _____________________________ Sr. Colonel 

 10. +/   _____________________________ Colonel 

 11. !/  _____________________________ Major Colonel 

 12. +0  _____________________________ Captain/Lieutenant/E3 

 13. !0  _____________________________ 1st Lieutenant 

 14. -0  _____________________________ 2nd Lieutenant 

 15. 1*23 _____________________________ E-8, E-9 

 16. !*23 _____________________________ E-6, E-7 

 17. 4*23 _____________________________ E-4, E-5 

 18. +56  _____________________________ Private FC 

 19. 76  _____________________________ Private 
 
C.  Use the following expressions to tell each other's military rank: 
 
W0 sh* …… (your rank)   

N& sh* …… (your classmate's rank) 

T` sh* ……  (your classmate's rank) 
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 Supplementary Practice 
 

    Listen and repeat. 
 
  1. !"  gu9f1ng  national defense 
  2. #$ y}y1n  language 
  3. %&  xu5yu3n  institute 
  4. !"#$%&  Gu9f1ng Y}y1n Xu5yu3n  Defense Language Institute 
  5. '( Zh8ngw5n Chinese language 
  6. '() Zh8ngw5n x* Chinese department 
  7. )*+ x* zh}r7n department chair 
  8. ,%  t9ngxu5  classmate; schoomate 
  9. -.  l2osh% teacher 
10. /0 ji3osh* classroom 
11. 12  c7su0  men's/women's room 
12. 312  n1n c7su0  men's room 
13. 412  n| c7su0  ladies' room 
14. 56 ch[c`o to go out to drill or do exercises 
15. 67  c`oli3n  to do physical exercises; to drill; to practice 
16. 89 zh^q^n to be on duty (of servicemen, policemen, etc.)
17. :;  j^h5  to have formation 
18. 6< c`och2ng drill ground 
19. => j[nren  serviceman 
20. ?@  s]sh7  dormitory 
21. AB  sh^t1ng dining hall, mess hall 
22. =C j[ngu`n  officer 
23. DE zh3nsh*   soldier, warrior 
24. EF  sh*b%ng rank-and-file soldiers; privates 
25. GH li1nzh2ng  company commander 
26. IH xi3ozh2ng  chief of a school (commandant for DLI) 
27. JH b`nzh2ng class leader 
28. KL&  Y3zh8u Yu3n  Asian School 
29. &H yu3nzh2ng  Dean 
30. M&H  f] yu3nzh2ng  Associate Dean 
31. NO0  b3ng8ng sh*  office 
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Area Studies 
 

An Overview of the Chinese Language 
 

Chinese is a member of the Sino-Tibetan language family.  There are seven major Chinese dialects 
among which Mandarin, spoken in northern, northeastern and western China, is the major one. 
 

Today, with a population of about 885 million native speakers, Mandarin is the national language 
of the People's Republic of China.  It is also the official language in Taiwan and Singapore.  
 
Pronunciation.  The sound system of standard Mandarin Chinese is essentially the dialect of 
Beijing.  The basic unit of Chinese pronunciation is the syllable, which is analyzed in terms of 
initial sounds, final sounds and tones.  All the initials are single consonant sounds.  The finals may 
consist of single vowels or vowel-consonant combinations.  All finals end in a vowel, -n or –ng.   
A Chinese syllable may or may not have an initial sound but every syllable has a final and a tone.   
Tones are phonemic, that is, they may serve to differentiate meaning just like consonants and vowels.  
 

There are several transcription systems for Chinese.  The most common one for Chinese today is 
Pinyin Romanization. 
 
Grammar.  Chinese word order is similar to English, but there are no verb conjugations or noun 
declensions to contend with.  The following are some of the salient features of Chinese grammar: 
 

1. There is a heavy dependence on word order, function words and context. 
2. Typical sentence order is Subject-Verb-Object, though the subject and object are often omitted 

and the object is frequently preposed. 
3. Adjectives can function as verbs when in verb position. 
4. The verb has aspects rather than tense.  Verb constructions frequently include complex 

complements indicating direction, result, etc. 
5. Measure words must be used after numbers and specifiers when they modify nouns. 
 
Writing System.  The written forms of the Chinese language are characters in square shape.  As one 
of the oldest written languages in the world, Chinese characters have a history of at least 4,000 years.  
 

The total number of characters entered in the largest dictionaries exceeds 50,000, though only about 
3,000 to 4,000 characters are used in everyday life.  Some Chinese characters have two forms: the 
traditional and the simplified.  
 

In mainland China and Singapore today, all mass media publications are printed in simplified 
characters.  Scholarly works and college textbooks, especially those dealing with ancient 
literature and history, are sometimes still printed in traditional characters.  Street signs and 
handwritten materials such as notes and letters typically contain a mixture of simplified and 
traditional characters, depending on the age, educational level and personal preference of the 
writer. 
 

In Taiwan, Hong Kong and most overseas Chinese communities, the traditional characters are 
used in print.  However, many simplified characters are used in informal writing such as road 
signs, personal letters and notes.  Recently, with increased contact between Taiwan and mainland 
China through the exchange of letters and personal visits, the Taiwanese have started to become 
familiar with simplified characters.  



 

 

 


